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William James –
19th Century eminent US Psychologist and Philosopher

William James 1842-1910

Just ONE! sentence on ‘music 
and us’ in his 1200 page two 

volume masterwork: 

‘Principles in Psychology’

Referred to ‘our 
susceptibility to music–

having entered by the 
back stairs’



Charles Darwin
19th Century Evolutionary Biologist

Origin of music as a part 
of human life hard to 

understand

“As neither enjoyment nor 
capacity of producing musical 
notes are faculties of the least 
use to man  - they must be 
ranked among the most 
mysterious with which he is 
endowed. “

Darwin in ‘The Descent 
of Man’ 1871



Oliver Sacks 
20-21st Century Modern thinker and Neurologist 

1933-2015

“Music can calm us, animate us.
comfort us, thrill us, or serve to 
organise and synchronise us at 
work and play”

in ‘Musicophilia’ 2008



Modern thinkers - Daniel Levitin, Oliver Sachs & 
Stephen Pinker have other perspectives

 “among all human activities [music is unusual] for both 
its ubiquity [all cultures] and its antiquity” [some of 
oldest artifacts are bone flutes, animal skins over tree stumps]

(‘This is Your Brain on Music’ - Daniel Levitin 2006)

 propensity to music lies deep in our human nature –
tempted to say that it is ‘innate’

(“Musicophilia” Oliver Sacks 2008 )

 Musical powers made possible by recruiting brain 
systems already developed for other purposes
(‘Popular science writing’ Stephen Pinker - contemporary)



Deconstructing Music and the brain

We can be 

 Listeners of music – tune and lyric, memory, 
context

 Performers as singers!– pitch, rhythm, dynamic, 
emotion,  memory

 Players – movement, pitch, rhythm, emotion and 
memory  [Also Dancers] 

How does the brain provide all of that???



How do we know what part of the brain is active?



Areas of the brain affected by music 



What part of of the brain responds to the 
‘Sound of Music’ ?

Massachussetts Institute of Technology (MIT)



“My Listening” –auditory cortex, hippocampus ( 
memory), amygdala (emotion)

1. My elder daughter played 
cello at home aged 7-18 

2. Jacqueline du Pré was her 
hero and role model !

3. My listening to cello music 
and particularly Jacqueline du 
Pré invokes an emotional 
response –there is a context 
for me as a listener



Listening to a song: Separating the tune and lyrics



Performing as a singer: memory, emotion, 
auditory – pitch, tone, and dynamics

Handel’s Messiah
City Choir Dunedin Town Hall December 2015



“Instrumentalist” –auditory cortex, hippocampus 
(memory), motor centres, amygdala (emotion)

1. Jacqueline du Pré was eighteen 
in 1963 when performing this!

2. She always played with emotion 
in her interpretations 

1. As a child in competitions she 
used to run onto the stage with 
boundless enthusiasm to play 
(and intimidate all of her 
opposition!)

She had a Stradivarius
Made in 1673



Music, the brain  and our life stages

 Baby  - the lullaby associated with sleep

 Childhood – catchy tunes

 Teenager – loud driving beat (lyrical and alyrical music)

 Adult – catholic tastes (jazz, classical)

 Aged (and afflicted) – music from our earlier life, 
therapeutic 



Baby –a lullaby promotes sleep and relieves pain
through the emotional centre - amygdala

Evidence: Study at St George Ormond Street Hospital 
London in 2013



Children like rhythmic tunes

 Brains learn a musical 
grammar (auditory cortex, 
but also hippocampus  -
centre of memory and 
learning)



Hugo now sings in tune –auditory cortex works!



Teenagers- their auditory centre responds well to 
loud throbbing often alyrical music  



Note Adult listening : the brain cannot multi task 

 Music listening should precede a major cognitive 
task to get the brain into a good state but should not 
be competing for your brain’s attention while you are 
doing the task

(Daniel Levitin on Kim Hill Show February 2016)

 Apparently it okay to have music when we are doing 
repetitive tasks!









Tom Kenyon – sound healer
Accoustic brain research 



What is the best music for therapy?



Daniel Cohen -Foundation to supply music 
to people in dementia rest homes 



Before during

After

HENRY
(from ‘Alive 

inside’ doco)
2012



Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)

German Philosopher

“Without music,  life would be a mistake”
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